Recover at work financial incentives and support programs for employers

There are financial incentives and support programs for employers who take an active role in their worker’s recovery at work following a workplace injury or illness.

Under NSW workers compensation legislation, employers have an obligation to support their worker to return to and where possible, to recover at work.

Premium based incentives
WorkCover NSW provides premium based incentives to improve workplace health and safety and return to work outcomes for the 95 percent of NSW employers who fall into the small employer category (basic tariff premium $30,000).

Employer safety incentive discount
A 10 percent discount on a small employer’s basic tariff premium applies at the start of the policy period to encourage the employer to use the discount to invest in workplace safety. If a claim is made during the year and the injured worker has not returned to suitable work within four weeks of the injury date, the Employer safety incentive (ESI) discount amount will be lost and may have to be repaid at the end of the policy period. The employer may still be eligible for the Return to work incentive (RTWI) discount.

Return to work incentive discount
If an employer loses the ESI discount, the employer may be eligible for a 10 percent RTWI discount at the end of their policy period.

To be eligible, the injured worker must return to suitable employment within 13 weeks (with no further weekly compensation payments being made).

Support programs
WorkCover provides and funds a number of vocational rehabilitation programs to help:
- employers support their worker to return to and recover at work
- workers return to and recover at work.

See overpage for more details.
Return to work assist program for micro employers

Micro employers (five or less staff with a premium tariff of $30,000 or less) unable financially to offer suitable work in the first 13 weeks after the injury, may be eligible for the Return to work assist program.

An approved workplace rehabilitation provider will help the employer and worker to identify suitable work and a recover at work plan, and the insurer will continue to pay the worker while they return to work on this program. This enables the employer to pay overtime or employ a casual worker to keep their business going while their worker recovers at work. This program can assist a micro employer to retain the ESI or attain the RTW.

Equipment and workplace modification program

A worker may need a particular piece of equipment, or some other workplace modification to assist them to do their old job or a new job. See workcover.nsw.gov.au for information on Retraining equipment and workplace modification program.

Work trials

When an employer is unable to identify suitable work options, a work trial can help overcome the problem. The worker is placed with a suitable host employer for a short period of time. This enables the worker to recover at work, performing duties suited to their capacity and upgraded over time (no longer than 12 weeks) until they reach the required capacity to return to their original employer. Workplace rehabilitation providers assist in finding a work trial host and submit a proposal. Costs are funded by WorkCover and are not a claims cost and do not affect premiums.

For further information see the Work trial guidelines on workcover.nsw.gov.au.
Retraining

Retraining can assist a worker with an injury to develop new skills and qualifications to get a new job with their pre-injury employer or with a new employer. Retraining may involve formal study with TAFE, a university or registered training organisation. Course fees and associated expenses such as stationery, textbooks, travel and accommodation may be covered under this program.

See workcover.nsw.gov.au for information on Retraining, equipment and workplace modification program.

JobCover placement program

If a worker is unable to return to work with their pre-injury employer, they may need support to find work with a new employer. The JobCover placement program provides three main benefits to a new employer who takes on a worker with an injury.

- An incentive payment of up to $27,400 for the first year of employment. Payments are made in three parts to encourage longer-term employment.
- Exemption of the injured worker's wages from the employer's workers compensation premium calculation for up to two years.
- Protection against further costs associated with the existing injury for up to two years.

See workcover.nsw.gov.au for information on the JobCover placement program.

For more information including eligibility requirements for these incentives and support programs, go to workcover.nsw.gov.au, or talk to your workplace rehabilitation provider, return to work co-ordinator or insurer case manager. You can also call WorkCover on 13 10 50.